
Empowering McKinney-Vento 
Programs Nationwide with a Mobile 
Learning Solution 

Study Buddy
The

Let your students 
enter at any level 

and work at 
their own pace 

anywhere, anytime!

Provide homeless 
students with quality 

educational resources 
for building 
confidence.

Implement an 
autonomous learning 

process with multimedia 
instruction & guided 

feedback. 



Effective 
learning for all! 
Study Buddy is a dedicated-purpose 
teaching and learning mobile device that 
does not require an internet connection. 

Tracking Progress
Teachers can quickly check the 
results and monitor test scores 
and usage. Teachers can also 
download the data for reports.

Study Buddy
Supports multiple learning styles
Durable design for years of usage
Various cartridges for all skill levels

This academic tool 
helps students learn at 
their own pace with a 
3-step process: 

Multimedia 
instruction:
Students watch a short 
video introducing and 
explaining the lesson 
concepts. The Play 
Lesson is available for 
multiple viewing.
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Test mode with 
“Review 
Mistakes”:
Students take a ten 
questions test and then 
review their mistakes. 
Scores are recorded 
and displayed on the 
Student Personal 
Learning Plan.
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Practice with 
guided 
feedback:
Students answer 
questions and receive 
immediate feedback. 
Specially crafted 
feedback helps 
students correct their 
mistakes.
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"The Study Buddy makes it fun to learn concepts that 
would normally not be so appealing to students. They look 
forward to using it and taking ownership of their learning." 

District Supervisor for Instructional Support 

Achiever! 
Is a proven, evidenced-based 
preparation program for grades 
1-8. 

It provides data-driven instruction 
for mastery of standards in Math, 
ELA, Science, and Social Studies 
with personal learning plans for 
every student. 

Mechanics! 
Is a program that focuses on 
re-teaching essential 
foundation skills that should 
have been mastered in grades 1 
through 8 in Math, Reading, 
Writing, and Vocabulary in a 
bilingual format (English & 
Spanish). It works for learners who 
are 2 or more grade levels 
behind. 


